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In the last decade, many papers discussed the basic features of the networks formed by knowledge
diffusion. In this paper, we show that a network formed by the spreading of technological information,
represented by the patents citation network, does not obey the expected power law behavior and,
therefore, is not a scale-free network. We mapped a network formed by almost 600 000 patents, covering
a 40 years period. Although the complete network is not scale-free, small portions within the whole
network can be described by power laws. The network combines several fields of knowledge, but
those power law portions belong to specific fields of technological knowledge. A mathematical model
is introduced, which can explain the basic dynamics of the formation of this network.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The study of complex networks and the mechanisms underly-
ing their formation gave an important direction to the research on
the diffusion of information [1,2]. It has been suggested that the
network created by scientific citations follow a well-established
picture of a scale-free network [3]. Thus, citations should obey the
basic mechanisms of preferential attachment, as in other examples
of social networks [4–6]. Technological development may be rep-
resented by the deposit of patents [7], and the citation of patents
by patents also creates a network.

The patent concept was created to protect the intellectual pro-
duction, ensuring, for a limited period of time, the exclusive rights
of an author’s discovery. Such protection was of great value to var-
ious sectors, stimulating the creation of new products or new uses
of old discoveries. A patent must be registered at the United States
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in order to be valid within
the North American territory, which may generate economical ben-
efits to its author. Once registered, the patent becomes public and
its content is made available at the USPTO website.

Jaffe and Trajtenberg [8] presented a broad review of the litera-
ture regarding patents as indicators of technological innovation and
patent citations as a research tool. This literature is the starting
point for our effort to investigate networks since patent citations
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have the property of network formation (or are expressed in the
form of networks). Valverde et al. [9] studied some proprieties
of the Trajtenberg’s network, confirming the basic assumptions
on the structure of this kind of network presented in other pa-
pers.

In this paper, instead of working on the whole network, we se-
lected a specific one, which starts with a patented revolutionary
technological innovation: the first application of NMR for image
diagnosis of cancer in humans, USPTO patent number 3 789 832,
authored by Damadian [10]. This is the first registered patent in
USPTO regarding the application of nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) for image diagnosis of cancerous tissues in humans. Once
this information was recorded, we obtained the list of all patents
that cited Damadian’s patent and recorded the data of all those
patents, constituting the first network layer. Next, we scanned the
list of all patents which cited at least one of those in the first layer
and recorded their information, thus constituting the second net-
work layer. The subsequent layers were built in the same fashion
until we reached the border of the network, the layer in which the
patents have no citations, thus finishing the construction of this
citation network. This is an unidirectional network given that this
network was created following a time direction. Since USPTO made
available the information on the year of patent register, it is possi-
ble to obtain the dynamics of the network’s formation.

2. Analysis of the patent citation network

The “NMR network” consists of 32 layers of citations, 598 360
patents (nodes) and 2 720 450 citations (links) between patents. To
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investigate the structure of this network we calculated its connec-
tivity distribution, shown in Fig. 1. Contrary to usual assumptions,
it is not a power-law shaped tail, which usually allows one to clas-
sify the network as scale-free. The points on this logarithmic plot
can be fitted by a second degree polynomial (continuous line in
the major plot) with a correlation coefficient of 0.98.

To understand the whole network’s structure, we have identi-
fied networks interlaced within it. We analyzed the connectivity
distribution of these small networks, which we call subnetworks.
The first analyzed was the one formed from the most connected
site, the network’s hub.

The insert in Fig. 1 shows the distribution of connectivity for
this subnetwork. In contrast to what was observed for the net-
work as a whole, in this case the connectivity distribution follows
a power law. Following this procedure, and in order to obtain
a general description of the network, we analyzed several sub-
networks, starting from randomly chosen nodes belonging to the
whole citation’s network. We observed that these subnetworks can
be divided into two different groups:

(i) in the first group are those subnetworks which present a con-
nectivity distribution which is well represented by a power

Fig. 1. Logarithm of the connectivity distribution P (κ) as a function of the logarithm
of the connectivity κ for NMR patent citation’s network (filled circles). A second
degree polynomial has been used (continuous line) to fit the data points. The insert
shows the logarithm of the connectivity distribution P (κ) of the subnetwork built
from the network’s hub (filled circles). A power law function has been used to fit
the points (continuous line).
law; an example of this subnetworks distribution is that
shown in the insert in Fig. 1;

(ii) in the second group are the subnetworks that do not present
connectivity distributions that might be represented by a
power law. Similar to the whole network, the points of their
connectivity distribution on a logarithmic plot may be repre-
sented by a second degree polynomial. However, it is impor-
tant to note that in this second group small subsubnetworks
can be identified within a subnetwork, and some of them are
described by power laws.

This study allows us to create a mental model for the network
as being formed by many scale-free networks connected to each
other. In this case, when the chosen site is such that the sub-
network formed starting from it is simple scale-free, we would
have the distribution in the form of a power law for the subnet-
work. Otherwise, when the chosen site is such that the subnetwork
formed starting from it contains many scale-free subnetworks, we
would have the distribution in the form of a second degree poly-
nomial (like the whole network, which is supposedly also formed
by many scale-free subnetworks). Fig. 2 shows schematically this
idea.

In Fig. 3 we show the mean connectivity per site 〈M〉 versus
the number of sites for several subnetworks. One can observe that
the larger the subnetwork (higher the value of N), the smaller its
mean connectivity per site is. Or, the higher the connectivity, the
smaller the subnetwork is.

Since a patent represents an innovation and since its content
is public, diffusion of knowledge may occur. A patent can lead
to the creation of another patent. Thus, the citation of a patent
by another one means the spreading of the original knowledge:
knowledge diffusion. In order to understand the dynamics of this
diffusion, let us return to the process which formed the network.
Initially, Damadian’s patent represented a technological innovation
of the greatest relevance within a certain field of knowledge. Since
it was a very important innovation, several patents cited it. The
formation of a network starts from this point. Many of them may
represent improvements of a product or a process. But at a given
point of this dynamic process, another patent appeared as a rele-
vant innovation. This innovation might be either in a technological
field, as is the case of Damadian’s patent, or in a different area.

The concept of technological sub-domains was proposed by the
Observatoire des Sciences et des Techniques (OST) [11]. It allows us
to classify patents in 30 areas of technological knowledge. The
complete classification of these sub-domains can be found at [11].
Since a patent in the USPTO database is classified according to a
US scheme, we thus converted the US classes and subclasses of
each patent to the technological sub-domains defined by OST.

We observe that the scale-free portions of the “NMR network”
belong to specific technological sub-domains. More clearly, we se-
lected two subnetworks: Nsf presents the connectivity distribution
in the form of a power law; and N p2 with the points in the loga-
Fig. 2. Representation of a patent citation network’s portion, in which the circles represent the patents and the lines the citations between them. This picture illustrates the
case in which the subnetwork generated from the initial site (filled circle) consists of many scale-free networks.
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Fig. 3. Average connectivity per node 〈M〉 as a function of the number of nodes
N for several subnetworks generated from randomly chosen nodes in the whole
patents citation’s network.

Fig. 4. Relative frequency P of patent’s technological sub-domains obtained for:
(a) a scale-free subnetwork (gray bars); and (b) a subnetwork formed by several
interlaced scale-free {sub}nnetworks (filled bars). See text for discussion.

rithm plot represented by a second degree polynomial. The latter,
as discussed above, is formed by several interlaced subnetworks,
some of which are scale-free. In Fig. 4 the gray bars represent
the relative frequency of patents by technological sub-domains for
the scale-free subnetwork Nsf . A small dispersion is noted in the
distribution: 90% of the patents are classified into sub-domains 3
and 4. Filled bars in Fig. 4 represent the distribution of patents by
sub-domains for the N p2 subnetwork. A higher diversity of tech-
nological sub-domains is observed.

Scale-free networks have the small world feature, i.e., starting
from a node, we can reach another node with few steps (that fa-
mous “six degrees of separation”). So, different from other types
of networks, diffusion occurs rapidly in scale-free networks. From
this point of view we can conclude that the knowledge of an in-
novation belonging to a specific technological sub-domain diffuses
rapidly by means of a network in which all the nodes belong
nearly to the same specific sub-domain. Hence, it requires the
creation of a scale-free network of citations. But it hardly per-
Fig. 5. Logarithm of the connectivity distribution P (κ) as a function of the loga-
rithm of the connectivity κ of the proposed model for the patent citation network
(filled circles). Regression, in ln× ln scale, of a second degree polynomial for the
connectivity distribution (continuous line).

meates into other technological sub-domains. A certain relevant
patent generates a scale-free citation network within the same
sub-domain, in which the efficiency of the diffusion process is very
high. The dynamics of creation of the whole network is thus dom-
inated by the formation of several scale-free subnetworks which
separately diffuse the knowledge in an efficient way.

3. Model for the patent network

We now introduce a model for the patent citation’s network.
Our model creates a network formed by many scale-free networks
of different sizes and connectivities, independently built and then
connected to each other. All of them have been built following
Barabasi’s prescription [12,13]. This well known procedure starts
from a nucleus of m0 connected nodes and, at each step of the
construction, a new node i is added and connected to m nodes of
the network. The probability of choosing a site j is proportional to
the connectivity K j of the node j. The link between two networks
Nα and Nβ is made by creating a link between two randomly cho-
sen sites iα and jβ . Once again, the probabilities of choosing those
sites are proportional to their connectivities Ki,α and K j,β . This
process creates a network consisting of coupled subnetworks.

The values for mι , ι = α,β, . . . , were randomly chosen from a
uniform probability distribution, defined between a given interval
of values. Given mν , we define the number of sites to be added,
following the observation described above: the greater the con-
nectivity per site mν , the smaller the subnetwork. Thus, the size
of the network was chosen to be inversely proportional to mν . The
value of m0 is the same for all subnetworks, and its choice does
not interfere in the properties of the network.

Fig. 5 shows the connectivity distribution of a network obtained
by our model. In this case, a network was built with 5000 sub-
networks. mι were chosen within the interval [2,22] and the size
Nι of each subnetwork is given by Nι = 2000/mι . As observed
in the patent citation’s network, the connectivity distribution of
this model in a logarithmic plot is represented by a second degree
polynomial. The correlation coefficient is ∼0.95.

The diffusion process has also been simulated in our model. In
order to achieve a better understanding of the dynamics of diffu-
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the percentile of filling of the network by sites with label 1 in
function of the number of steps of the simulation (circles). For intermediary steps
we have the regression of an exponential function (continuous line).

sion, we compare two networks: the one described above N p2,sim
and a scale-free Nsf ,sim with the same number of nodes. Initially,
all sites of both networks were labelled as 0. In the first step, we
set the initial node to 1. Next, at each new step, we set to 1 the
label of all nodes which are connected to a site of label 1, and so
on.

Fig. 6 shows the dynamics of labelling. In the present case, 62
steps were necessary to cover the whole network. We performed
simulations starting from different nodes and the results are simi-
lar.

For a scale-free network Nsf ,sim , starting from a hub, 7 steps
are required to cover the whole network. Similar numbers are ob-
tained if one starts at different nodes. On the other hand, almost
60 steps were required to completely cover N p2,sim . The network
labelling follows an exponential law for times smaller than a cer-
tain value, above which the process moves slowly to saturation,
meaning that certain points are difficult to reach. Thus, as N p2,sim

does not present the small world feature, it has a low diffusion
efficiency at a global scale.

The concept we propose to explain the behavior of the diffu-
sion is that these technologies are very sectoral, that is, any given
innovation related to an area X is intensely used and diffused only
within its specific area and will hardly permeate into other areas.
Thus, a certain relevant patent generates a citation network within
its area in the form of a scale-free network, in which the effi-
ciency of the diffusion process is very high. We have then several
scale-free subnetworks which separately diffuse the knowledge in
an efficient way. However, when we analyze the network as a
whole, since the connectivity between these subnetworks is low,
we would have little diffusion.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown evidence that the process of
technological diffusion (through a patent citation’s network) is ef-
ficient at the level of specific technological sub-domains, by means
of creating a scale-free network of patent citations. We have also
shown that diffusion through the whole network does not present
the same efficiency. These conclusions are supported by the fact
that we have described the topology of the patent citations net-
work, and observed that, in contrast to other previous works, its
connectivity distribution cannot be represented by a power law.
In addition, from the fact that our observations show that the ef-
ficient spread of knowledge takes place at the level of specific
sub-domains, we argue that other networks found in literature and
that represent processes of knowledge diffusion are in fact scale-
free.
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